Hosted by the Office of the Vice-Provost (Indigenous Engagement), the Indigenous Scholars Speaker Series highlights the research and expertise of Indigenous scholars at the University of Manitoba.

**INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS SPEAKER SERIES**

**FALL 2018**

All talks will take place in Room 200, Education from 11:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m.

**SEPTEMBER 20 - DR. BARRY LAVALLEE**
To Be a Race or Not To Be a Race: the Paradox at the Academy

**OCTOBER 4 - DR. LAARA FITZNOR**
Indigenous Education and Understanding our ‘Positionalities’ for Bridging ‘our Worlds’ for Reconciliatory Efforts

**OCTOBER 18 - DR. MARLENE ATLEO**
Our Stories are True, They Are Life Affirming Narratives: Storywork as Indigenous Survivance Scripts

**NOVEMBER 1 - DR. EMMA LAROCQUE**
Decolonizing the University Classroom: Looking Back and Looking Forward

**NOVEMBER 29 - DR. WARREN CARIOU**
The Now Place: Indigenous Storytelling in the Contemporary World

**DECEMBER 13 - DR. FRED SHORE**
So, Why Are the Metis So Hard to Identify?
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